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Deco Sketch Unites Creative Photo Editing with Graphic Geometry
Published on 03/14/13
The leading photo effects and drawing app, Deco Sketch 1.8, turns simple shapes into
striking art in latest update on iOS and Android. Users produce digital masterpieces of
modernist design with the latest update to the photo effects and drawing app, Deco Sketch.
Pulling inspiration from modern design and fine art techniques, Deco Sketch delivers a
unique collection of patterned brushes that allow users to enhance their personal photos
or create completely original, geometric art.
San Diego, California - Produce digital masterpieces of modernist design on iOS and
Android devices with the latest update to the photo effects and drawing app, Deco Sketch.
Pulling inspiration from modern design and fine art techniques, Deco Sketch 1.8 delivers a
unique collection of patterned brushes that allow users to enhance their personal photos
or create completely original, geometric art. The app is also unparalleled in its ability
to instantly sample colors from images being sketched over and then applying the chosen
color to the geometric design being drawn. Whether a professional creative or talented
hobbyist, Deco Sketch leads the way in a revolution that's redefining the artistic
limitations of iPhoneography.
Featuring a variety of preset and customizable brushes, Deco Sketch allows artists to
easily edit their own photographs or design new, beautiful images through the manipulation
of geometric patterns. Deco Sketch is simple to use in that the flow, opacity, size,
angle, and position of the drawn strokes are determined by simple finger swipes and taps.
Features such as zoom and pan, undo and redo help achieve exact precision with detailed
placements. Furthermore, individuals can even print their creations quickly and precisely
due to the app's high-resolution output capabilities up to 8 megapixels.
"Deco Sketch is mobile artistry for the geometrically obsessed," said Ben Guerrette,
creator of Deco Sketch. "With a market oversaturated with filer apps, users yearn for
something fresh and unique. Deco Sketch fill that void in a fashion that offers almost
unlimited creative opportunities. Deco Sketch is a professional grade tool that is easily
accessible to both skilled and casual artists. I've had such fantastic feedback and have
received some truly amazing pieces from the mobile art community. I look forward to seeing
what new users create as they begin sharing their work."
Deco Sketch Update Features:
* 2 new brushes with over 26 styles
* 14 new presets for existing brushes
* Eyedropper tool to create custom color palettes from photos
* Improved UI with advanced color options one tap away
* 10 uniques brushes with 130 variations and 15 customizable attributes
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS/4/4S/5, iPod touch (3rd/4th/5th generation), and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 31.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Deco Sketch 1.8 is $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide through the App Store in the Photo & Video category. Deco Sketch for Android is
available on Google Play.
Deco Sketch 1.8:
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http://www.benguerrette.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/deco-sketch/id494100553
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.com.benguerrette.decosketch&hl=en
Vimeo Video:
http://vimeo.com/58747314
Screenshot 1:
http://img.appular.com/DecoSketch/SS1.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://img.appular.com/DecoSketch/SS2.jpg

Ben Guerrette is a creative technologist who produces art generating software applications
made for entertainment, performance and public consumption. With 15 years in the
interactive space, Ben has created award winning, multimedia experiences for
internationally recognized brands, including Bank of America, Universal Pictures,
T-Mobile, Sony Pictures, Warner Brothers and Honda. His solutions for engaged media span
multiple display forms within the mobile, web and large scale video display mediums. Ben's
work empowers users with the ability to create both temporary and permanent art using
touch and motion gesture human interfaces. His mobile application Deco Sketch is used by
award winning artists internationally. Copyright (C) 2013 Ben Guerrette. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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